
HOMEWORK M3 LESSON 4

1 / Weekly Practices
Grounding AM + Emo Coherence PM + visiting your Sources of Clarity (aka 
the caves) + Ego/Intuition Awareness + Emo Observing + Working w/ Affir-
mations & Visualizations

2 / Guided Meditation
 • Make note of what came up for you during and after the guided visu-
alization. 
 • Yes, record what you experienced in detail. And also, really dig into 
what you want to release. It will be a way of being with yourself on some level.  
You will need this for the ritual. Make note of what you want to call in (a new 
way of being with yourself).
 • If there are other conversations that you know need to be had, make 
note of them so you can return when you’re ready. 

3 / Ritual of Release
 • Create/find a safe space for yourself in your home, out in nature or 
another beloved space where you feel protected and creative. Ideally, there is 
an element of nature available -- even if just the open sky.
  •  If you have an altar, great. If not, you can create a tiny altar/
space of worship wherever you are. You can set up candles and any of your 
favorite crystals or totems, flowers, oils, shiny things around you or on your 
body. Feel free to use your Altar to Clarity.
 • State out loud what you are willing to release, focusing on your own 
attachments, old stories and beliefs. State why you’ve held onto those for so 
long and how it’s benefited you. State out loud what it’s costing you. Make a 
statement of self-forgiveness.
 • Take the item you’ve chosen to symbolize what you’re releasing and 
want to release it into the earth (ie write words on an egg and give it a toss, 
burn a paper with your release statement on it, etc)
 • Now call in what you want to feel. What you want to experience. The 
new vision you have. Connect to what it is you want to see happen in your life 
and how you really want to feel. again, see if a 6 month time frame helps.
 • Look out (or up) at the sky/trees/nature and thank the earth elements 
for witnessing this release and intention setting.
 • Keep a reminder of the ritual in your space. Keep coming back to it. 
keep the new intention you set with you -- in your heart and mind.


